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ANNOUNCEMENTS

• HW 8 due tomorrow

• Midterm on Monday, 7:30 - 8:30 PM 

• Bring your UID, Number 2 pencils, Ruler (or 
straight edge)
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REVIEW: RESPONSES IN LR 
SUPPLY TO DEMAND SHIFTS

• Suppose demand shifts around a bit, how will characteristics of the long-run 
equilibrium change?

• We are interesting in the following statistics:

• PLR : Price in the long-run (notice this comes straight from firm cost structure)

• QLR : Market Quantity in the long-run (this should definitely change because of 
demand)

• qLR : Firm quantity in the long-run (this also comes straight from firm cost 
structure)

• NLR:  Total firms NLR 
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REVIEW: LR SUPPLY CURVE

• So no matter what demand is, the 
quantity can be satisfied and price will 
always be 5

• LR Supply curve is perfectly elastic!

• Another way to think about the 
peculiarity of P = min ATC no matter 
what demand is, is as a result of First 
Welfare Theorem

• Every firm producing at minimum cost 
(minimum ATC), which is efficient 
production
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REVIEW: SHORT RUN SUPPLY 
CURVE

• That discussion only covers the long-run world in which firms 
exit and enter as they want

• In the short run, the number of firms is fixed (N cannot 
change)

• The short-run supply curve tells us how supply responds 
to changes in price (think about the MacLand supply curve)

• We can figure out the supply curve by testing what the quantity 
produced is for various price levels
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REVIEW: SHORT RUN SUPPLY 
CURVE

• First think about the firm supply curve (then 
we will aggregate to the industry)

• At a price of 3, how much does the firm 
supply?

• Supplies where MC = P

• So supply is 1

• If price 4, it will supply 1.5

• If price 5, it will supply 2

• If price 7, it will supply 3

• Notice (like in MacLand), the 
supply curve for the firm is exactly 
the marginal cost curve (because of 
MC = P condition for optimal production)
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SHORT RUN SUPPLY CURVE

• Suppose we are in the 
equilibrium with 100 firms 
(the one associated with 
demand D1)

• Remember all firms are the 
same

• So industry supply is just firm 
supply * number of firms

Price Firm 
supply

Industry 
SR Supply

3 1 100

4 1.5 150

5 2 200

7 3 300
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SR INDUSTRY SUPPLY 

Price Firm 
supply

Industry 
SR Supply

3 1 100

4 1.5 150

5 2 200

7 3 300
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DEMAND SHOCK

• Suppose we are in LR equilibrium at D1 
so there are 100 firms

• Demand suddenly shifts right to D2 
(income gain?)

• In this transition period, we are in the 
short-run, so we care about the SR supply

• SR equilibrium is where SR supply and 
new demand cross, so price will climb up 
to P = 7 and demand will rise to 300

• What else is different?
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SHORT RUN PROFIT

• In the short-run equilibrium price is now 
7

• Now there is no zero-profit rule because 
firms cannot leave or enter the market

• What is profit? 

• Remember profit is Q*(P-ATC)

• At P=7, firm will produce 3 units

• Profit is in blue box

• To calculate this, you need ATC
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SHORT RUN PROFIT

• On a test you might see a chart like this 
that tells you the ATC

• So with P = 7, Q =3, and this chart, you 
can tell profit

• Profit = Q*(P-ATC)=3*(7-5.33)=5

• Over long-run, firms see positive profits 
so they enter, price falls, and we reach a 
new LR equilibrium where LR Sup 
intersects D2

• Try working through this in the supply 
worksheet for this week

Quantity ATC

1 6

1.5 5.17

2 5

3 5.33

4 6
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DEMAND SHOCK 2

• Now Suppose we are in LR 
equilibrium at D1 so there are 100 
firms

• Demand suddenly shifts left (income 
loss, loss of taste for Windows 8?) 

• In this transition period, we are in the 
short-run, so we care about the SR 
supply

• Price will fall to P = 4 and demand 
will fall to 150 (spread over 100 firms)
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SHORT RUN PROFIT

• Now each firm is selling 1.5 units 
(150 demand over 100 firms)

• Price is 4 and by the chart cost is 
5.17

• So profit is 1.5*(4-5.17)=-1.75

• Over long-run, firms see negative 
profits so they exit, price falls, and 
we reach a new LR equilibrium 
where LR Sup intersects D2

Quantity ATC

1 6

1.5 5.17

2 5

3 5.33

4 6
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APPLICATIONS
• These restrictions are pretty strict for perfectly elastic long-run supply... in 

what industries might the analysis apply?

• Ocean cruises?

• Quantity (ships and captains) fixed in the short run, if demand 
increases we might see quantity increase

• Dollar store trinkets...

• Actually, the analysis is not terrible in any industry in which supply can be 
sated easily by global supply

• For example, this is probably not true for gas in the US because the amount 
we consume is huge; in the long-run it takes far more than more gas entry 
to cover our demand
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SUMMARY OF PRODUCER THEORY

• In reality firms face complicated cost structures that include fixed and variable costs and 
typically make more than one unit

• Optimal production depends heavily on costs; firms should produce (if they should 
produce) where MR = MC

• In the short-run firms may be forced to take on a loss because they cannot avoid paying 
fixed costs and cannot fully exit the market

• In the long-run firms can avoid all costs and freely exit the market if no production 
quantity gives them positive profits

• With several restrictive assumptions (see slides), we can easily aggregate over firms by 
looking at one representative firm, determining quantity produced, and sum up over the 
production of all firms in the market
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SUPPLY APPLICATION:
TRADE WITH CHINA

Economic Policy Institute, *Note: think tanks tend to be more biased than academic sources
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IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON SUPPLY

• Suppose we begin with no imports 
from China, P*=4, q*=2

• Suddenly, we open up (lower trade 
barriers) or China develops to begin 
exporting

• China offers imports at price PChina = 
$2

• Remember what our old long-run 
equilibrium looked like for the firm (I 
changed the costs a bit so P* has 
changed slightly):
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IMPORTS: PRICE SHOCK 
SHORT RUN

• The shock to production will come from 
the lower price from China PChina = $2

• Like in MacLand, no domestic firms can 
offer a higher price or no one will buy so 
the local price will also fall to $2

• At a price of $2, in the short-run output 
will fall to 1 from 2

• Notice that this firm would exit if it could 
avoid fixed costs (i.e. in the long run) since 
P<ATC

• It’s profit is Q*(P-ATC)=1*(-3)=-$3
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IMPORTS: INDUSTRY SUPPLY 
SHORT RUN

• Consider long-run supply before the 
shock with China (demand is given)

• Remember for each firm originally 
q*=2 so we must have 100 firms since 
QLR is 200

• So as price falls to 2, industry output is 
100 and demand is 300

• And Imports = Excess demand = 200

• Looks like a more legit MacLand 
economy!
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IMPORTS: INDUSTRY SUPPLY 
LONG RUN

• Table shows initial LR supply and SR 
supply after import shock

• What happens in long-run with trade?

• P<ATC at profit maximizing 
quantity for firm so it will exit

• All firms will exit and so US 
domestic will cease

• All demand at price PChina (300 
units) must be satisfied by imports

Supply with TradeSupply with TradeSupply with TradeSupply with Trade
Initial LR Short Run LR with 

Trade

P 4 2 2

Q 200 100 0

q 2 1 0

N 100 100 0

Imports 0 200 300
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FIRM EXIT AND CHINA

• This is obviously a bit more extreme than what we have seen 
in the States, but not much more extreme

• Reading (Rise of China and Firm Exit) shows incredible decline 
in US manufacturing over the past decade, along with the 
astronomical rise in China’s share of our manufacturing

• What kind of industries have failed in the face of imports with 
China?
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRADE
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FIRM EXIT AND CHINA

• Hardest hit industries (infant apparel has -97% employment 
over ten years!)

• These labor intensive industries are the same for which China 
has the comparative advantage in production

• Very powerful video of the last days of a custom furniture 
factory in VA depicts some of these tasks

• What has survived?
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FIRM EXIT AND CHINA:
FURNITURE

• Let’s look at the wood industry

• Once dominated (before 1997) 
by High Point, NC furniture 
plants making mass market 
furniture

• High Point has ~60% of its 
employment since 1997 while 
small, custom hand-craft 
segments have survived

High Point, NC: Once “Furniture Capital of the World”
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FIRM EXIT AND CHINA:
CLOTHING

• Mass market clothing factories were 
also knocked out by China while high-
end, small firms in NY have done well

• What’s the pattern?

• China is knocking out firms that 
produce for the mass market, 
cheaper quality products

• It has not been able to compete 
against small custom firms, that 
have actually improved market 
share (maybe China is not “good” 
at Amish furniture)

NY is a major center for high-end fashion 
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THE FUTURE?

• China’s comparative advantage is not in these small industries 
or in industries for which consumers expect quick turnaround

• But Chinese good production is moving up in quality, transport 
and communication costs are falling rapidly

• Could Shanghai be the next NY fashion city?
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